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School children playing a risk land board game as a teaching process of disaster preparedness and disaster response in the Philippines 

 

Peer-to-peer learning is one of the key approaches 
for regional cooperation in South-East Asia Red Cross 
Red Crescent Societies, which consist of:  

 Brunei Darussalam Red Crescent:  
 Cambodian Red Cross,  
 Lao Red Cross,  
 Malaysia Red Crescent,  
 Myanmar Red Cross,  
 Palang Merah Indonesia,  
 Philippines Red Cross,  
 Singapore Red Cross,  
 Thai Red Cross,  
 Cruz Vermelha de Timor-Leste,  
 Viet Nam Red Cross  

 
 

The regional Red Cross and Red Crescent societies 
have been taking part in networks for regional 
cooperation.  
 

The Regional Community Safety and Resilience Forum 
(RCSRF), Gender and Diversity network, South-East 
Asia Youth Network as well as Disaster Law network 
are key for this regional cooperation. IFRC is also 
providing inputs for sharing information with Asia 
Pacific Migration Network.  Terms of Reference (TOR) 
of some of these networks are: 
 Regional Community Safety and Resilience Forum – 

TOR 
 South-East Asia Gender and Diversity Network - TOR 
 South-East Asia Youth Network (SEAYN) - TOR

ASEAN - China Seminar on Disaster Management and Emergency Response 
A two-day ASEAN - China Seminar was held from 1-2 February 2016 in Siam Reap, Cambodia, on disaster management in 
emergency response under theme roles of  National Disaster Management Offices (NDMO) in promoting coordination and 
cooperation and addressing challenges and recommendations. The seminar aimed to provide a platform for government 
officials and experts from all ASEAN member states, China, ASEAN Secretariat and relevant regional and international 
organization agencies to exchange views, share experiences and best practices. and to suggest recommendations on how to 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/7rfpp4m81fl44qr/TOR_Regional%20CSR%20Forum_3March_2014%20revised.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/7rfpp4m81fl44qr/TOR_Regional%20CSR%20Forum_3March_2014%20revised.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/f9cvq2jiu36nbog/Terms%20of%20Reference%20South-East%20Asia%20Regional%20Gender%20Forum.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/pv2fkzho9e2e0y7/TOR_Youth%20Network_3March_2014docx.pdf?dl=0
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improve coordination and cooperation in disaster management and emergency response within ASEAN region.  IFRC 
representatives were part of this seminar. The summary of seminar is available in this link. 

 
The ASEAN Joint Disaster Response Plan (AJDRP) Workshop 
The workshop was co-hosted by the AHA Centre and the Republic of Indonesia in Jakarta on 22-25 February 2016. At the 
invitation of the organizers, representatives from IFRC and five National Societies (Cambodia, Indonesia, Myanmar, Philippines 
and Thailand) attended the event. The workshop was an initial step towards the operationalization of the “One ASEAN One 
Response”, promoting an integrated response framework among various actors (governments, CSOs, National Societies, 
International organizations, private sector, academia, etc.) in the region. IFRC will continue to link with AHA Centre technical 
counterparts to ensure the Red Cross Red Crescent pillar can continue to be part of the process. The IFRC presentation at the 
event on Partnering with ASEAN in Disaster in Crisis Response is available here. 
 

  
Group photo of ASEAN Joint Disaster Response Plan (AJDRP) workshop       Red Cross Red Crescent Participants in the AJDRP workshop  

 
School Based Risk Reduction field study of Myanmar Red Cross Society to Philippines 
Myanmar Red Cross Society (MRCS) visited Philippine Red Cross (PRC) during 8

th
 to 13

th
 February 2016 for SBRR school project 

field study. There were 6 members of MRCS, 4 persons from HQ and 2 persons from branch volunteer, accompanied by 2  IFRC 
staffs. The objectives of this field study are: to share the approach and tools of SBRR project of MRCS and PRC; to share the 
training and teaching material; and to share the best practices/challenges of implementation for both National Societies. With 
the support of PRC and IFRC in Philippines, the team was able to visit 3 different areas, namely Pagnansinan, Valenzuela and 
Caloocan where PRCS has been implementing CBDRR and SBRR program.  
 
PRC has implemented SBRR program since 2010, up to date, PRC has already implemented the program in more than 250 
schools. MRCS also has started this program in the same year, in 125 schools to date, in Myanmar. 
 

  
Demonstration of  earthquake evacuation                                            Evacuation route 

 
MRCS has conveyed some observations from this field visit: 

 PRC’s School based program use Department of Education Memo; No-102, S-2011 and Order No-55, S2007 which 
supports DRR mainstreaming at schools as an advocacy tool. The PRC has set the minimum activity for SBDRR 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/3u6wb1hdwrwi4ir/Summary%20of%20the%20ASEAN-%20China%20Seminar%20on%20Disaster%20Management%20and%20Emergency%20Response.pptx?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/8ibiingsyffye2y/03%20IFRC-ASEAN%20OAOR%2024022016v2.pdf?dl=0
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implementation at schools, such as learning about common hazards of schools, and natural hazards, and how to 
respond to them these hazards, and family participation for disaster preparedness, etc. 

 PRC utilizes its strategy of 143 and Red Cross Youth (RCY) as an entry point to school and community. They recruit the 
RC 143 and RCY, and subsequently, trained the recruited person for SBDRR implementation.  

 Advocacy sessions for DRR are child-friendly such as poster making contest, mural painting, quiz and mitigation 
activities such as clearing of the drainages based on months.  

 PRC also displays the emergency contact and evacuation route on the wall of the school building so that they are clearly 
visible.  

 The concepts of climate change adaptation and environmental conservation are embedded in the student’s mind set 
and their daily activity. The student re-use the plastic bottles for the decoration of their school campus. 

 
The key factor that makes SBRR program successful are: 

 Close cooperation and collaboration among education department, schools and communities. 
 Good relationship with government agencies would facilitate NSs to access in schools. 
 Coordination is needed with all stakeholders which implement SBRR programs in order to share learnings and address 

the need well and to avoid duplicating the activities. 
 

  
Youth Champion demonstrating handwashing                                    Youth Champion demonstrating First Aid 

 
School Safety Lessons Learnt Workshop, 17-18 February 2016, Vientiane (Lao PDR) 
On 17-18 February 2016, Lao Red Cross organized in Vientiane a “School Safety Lessons Learnt Workshop” in which PNS, NGOs 
and government agencies who worked on this thematic area were invited to share experiences and success stories. Academic 
representatives from selected communities also participated together with LRC staffs from provincial and district levels with 
whom they collaborated to carry out school safety activities. The objectives of the workshop were to learn from each other the 
key success factors of the past projects as well as to identify gaps and opportunities for further collaboration. IFRC DRR officers 
from Bangkok were invited to present the “RCRC Handbook for School-Based Risk Reduction Initiative”, a practical tool for 
trainers built on Comprehensive School Safety Model for Southeast-Asia. Besides, lessons learnt from the peer-to-peer Study 
Visit on SBRR of Myanmar Red Cross in the Philippines were also illustrated during the workshop. Despite the different context, 
participants were interested to replicate some good practices to the Lao context.  

 

  
 

https://sites.google.com/site/drrtoolsinsoutheastasia/disaster-risk-reduction/school-based-risk-reduction
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Regional Resilience Initiative (RRI) Mid-Term Retreat, 3-5 February 2016, Thailand 
After almost 2 years of implementation, the Regional Resilience Initiative (RRI) team organized in February 2016 a 3-day mid-
term retreat in Thailand with 2 main objectives. Firstly, it intended to review the past implementation and identify challenges, 
key successes and opportunities to ensure that the outcomes would be reached in a most effective and efficient manner by the 
end of the RRI early 2018.  Secondly, it aimed to reflect on the strategies of the RRI and analyse opportunities for continued 
engagement beyond 2017 based on the current and expected gains under the initiative. 26 participants from RRI extended team 
composed of the Canadian Red Cross, IFRC and involved SEA National Societies attended this significant event to brainstorm on 
the topics mentioned. Several key findings were noted such as the contribution of Disaster Law and Gender components leading 
to significant improved profile of NSs seen by respective governments, the linkage with ASEAN leading to larger reach and 
broadening the collaborative network, and the importance of readily available and flexible financial and technical resources 
allowing to respond to emerging needs and to support the NSs in the most effective way. The strategies beyond 2017 are in 
progress. More discussions and further reflection are to be continued within the team as well as with the Canadian government 
to ensure the continued support and constructive proposal development.  

 

  
 
Disaster Law 
 IDRL research and consultations underway in Myanmar 

   
Following on from the deployment of an IDRL expert to support the flood response in Myanmar in August 2015, a special 
research and consultation visit took place in Myanmar over two weeks in February.  The purpose of this mission was to gather 
inputs and feedback from the relevant government ministries and departments, as well as international and local partners 
(including the private sector) with regard to their experience in disaster response and the facilitation and regulation of 
international disaster assistance. A project team consisting of the Myanmar Red Cross IDRL advisor, an international legal 
expert, and the IFRC Regional Disaster Law Delegate for Southeast Asia undertook the research mission.  The feedback gathered 
during this time will form a key part of the Myanmar IDRL research report, expected to be completed by mid-2016.  During their 
time in Yangon and Nay Pyi Taw, the project team also presented and took part in a lessons learned workshop for the Myanmar 
floods, which highlighted the role of MRCS and the operational relevance of IDRL.  The team also participated in a consultation 
hosted by the Relief and Resettlement Department and UNDP to discuss the revision of Myanmar’s Standing Order on Disaster 
Management. 
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Indonesia hosts workshop on ‘Strengthening Law and Disaster Risk Reduction’ 

  
 
On 29

th
 February, 2016, Indonesia’s National Disaster Management Authority (BNPB) hosted a workshop together with PMI and 

the IFRC on ‘strengthening law and disaster risk reduction in Indonesia’.  The workshop brought together participants from 
different ministries, UN agencies, civil society and the private sector to discuss how well disaster risk reduction is addressed in 
the legal framework in Indonesia.  This was an opportunity to share and verify the initial findings of an ongoing research study, 
commissioned by PMI and IFRC, and to use the ‘Checklist on Law and DRR’ to assess the relevant laws and regulations in 
Indonesia.  Priority areas for further action were identified, including improved overall implementation, better inclusion of 
gender and diversity concerns, as well as stronger accountability measures. The feedback from this discussion will be integrated 
into the final research report, which will also include a proposed plan of action for strengthening the content and 
implementation of the legal framework  for DRR in Indonesia.  The discussions at the workshop were well-timed, with BNPB also 
in the process of developing its baseline report and identifying next steps for the implementation of the Sendai Framework for 
DRR, which calls upon states and key partners to ensure the right laws and policies are in place, especially when it comes to 
safety-enhancing measures for DRR and community participation. 

 
Youth and Volunteering 
Youth Partnership   
The Education, Youth and Sports Division (EYSD) at the ASEAN Secretariat has invited RC youth and IFRC youth representative to 
participate in the Workshop on the Finalization of ASEAN Work Plan on Youth 2016-2020 & the Proposed ASEAN YDI which will 
be held on 14-15 March 2016 in Phnom Penh, Cambodia. The office selected two people, one is chair of  SEAYN representing the 
ASEAN youth as a whole and the other is IFRC AP youth and OD delegate for a broader sense of institution. 
 
This meeting will give the SEAYN an opportunity to network with Children and Youth Focus International Organization, and 
Ministries in ASEAN and also to incorporate voices of RC youths in ASEAN to the 5 years’ Work Plan for the Youth Section and 
will be a show-case of humanitarian diplomacy with the strong examples of  RCRC activities that are implemented by grassroots 
youth and volunteers among the ASEAN Ministries (especially with MoE, Mo Youth and Sports) and with ASEAN secretariats 
(Committee for ASEAN Youth Cooperation (CAYC)/ ASEAN Youth Volunteer Programme (AYVP) Secretariat/ ASEAN Youth 
Professional Volunteer Corps (AYPVC) Secretariat/ Passage to ASEAN (P2A) Secretariat/  ASEAN Business Advisory Council 
Secretariat (ABAC)/ ASEAN Foundation/ Institute for Youth Research Malaysia/  ASEAN Safe School Initiative (ASSI) 
 
The children and youth centered organizations have started a preparation for the 7

th
 Asian Ministerial Conference in Disaster 

Risk Reduction (AMCDRR) to be held in November India. IFRC is one of the stakeholders group and joined the preparatory 
meeting and contributed to the concept development and will be incorporated into the final one by March. 
 

Youth engagement in RRI  
The Regional Resilience Initiative (RRI) (as described on page 2 of this report), supported by the Canadian Government and 
Canadian Red Cross, became one of the opportunity for meaningful youth engagement. Ms Elcy Deblidos, Philippines Red Cross 
Youth leader, SEAYN Deputy chair joined the RRI retreat from Feb 2-5. One of achievements, SEAYN deputy chair has voiced out 
why the youths have to mainstream into DRR in a meaningful way and what are the challenges, how they can engage effectively 
by representing themselves in the programmes. After the retreat, more youth engagement in RRI with be discussed for the next 
2 year planning. The next RRI will be further strengthened with an added value by mainstreaming youths into Resilience in an 
effective way at the regional level. Furthermore, the retreat has been an opportunity for all programme integration and 
incorporation by reflecting upon the changing environment post-2015 and has been allowed strategic discussions around needs 
and demands in SEA in the coming years. 
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Gender and Diversity 
Gender and diversity sensitization in the Philippines  
The Philippines Red Cross is highlighting their commitment towards ensuring they meet the needs of women, men, boys, girls 
and vulnerable individuals and social groups. One key way they are working toward this is by conducting training to raise 
awareness of the importance of inclusive programming that respects the distinct priorities and capacities of the communities 
they serve. On the 14-16

th
 January, the Philippines Red Cross conducted a two-day training on gender and diversity.  This was 

attended by 45 participants (21 male and 24 female). Participants left with a greater awareness of gender, diversity and sexual 
and gender-based violence. They were also introduced to skills that will allow them to better mainstream gender, diversity and 
sexual and gender-based violence prevention in their programmes, as well as looking at what can be done to improve the 
quality and efficiency of emergency response by applying these considerations.  

 

Building a culture of gender, diversity and inclusion in Lao Red Cross 
Lao Red Cross is working to build a culture of gender and diversity within the National Society. They are creating an enabling 
environment for staff and volunteers to ensure their work with communities is inclusive and based on a collective commitment 
to integrate and promote a gender and diversity approach. Last month Lao Red Cross held a second workshop to develop their 
Strategy for the Advancement of Women 2016-2020. The process for developing the strategy ensures feedback and 
collaboration with heads of Units at Lao Red Cross headquarters as well as staff from the provinces. 

 

 
 

Asia and Pacific Regional Conference on Gender and DRR 
An Asia and Pacific Regional Conference on Gender and DRR will be held in Hanoi, Vietnam between 11-13

th
 April. The 

conference is being organised by UN Women and the Government of Japan. The aim of the conference will be to look at how, as 
a region, we are working towards gender equality in relation to the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction. A key 
outcome of the conference will be the identification of practical measures to ensure gender equality, women’s participation and 
empowerment is mainstreamed within disaster risk reduction and disaster risk management actions in the region. If you are 
interested to attend this conference please do get in touch with Christina Haneef at christina.haneef@ifrc.org. There are limited 
spaces and we are currently identifying the best way to ensure representation from the region.   

 
Climate Change Adaptation 
Climate Smart Community and Resilience Project 
Component 2: Pocket guide | The outline of climate smart pocket guide has been shared to a consultant. The first draft 

has been prepared and shared to IFRC. IFRC is reviewing it before to collect the feedback from core team.  Additionally, IFRC 
is  also planning for the testing of pocket guide during upcoming Climate change training which is coming with Southeast Asia. 
Component 3: Training of Trainers (ToT) tool kit |The training document and the set of materials used in the 

Southeast Asia Climate Masters training held in September 2014 have been shared to a consultant for review. The task is to be 
completed at the end of March 2016. 

 
Thailand 
Notice on Dengue 

mailto:christina.haneef@ifrc.org
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The number of people who contracted dengue fever so far in 2016 more than doubled from the last year. As per Health Ministry  
of Royal Thailand Government 8,651 people were confirmed infected with the virus in the first two months of this year, up from 
4,263 cases in the same period last year.  

 
 Last month, the Department of Disease Control of Royal 
Thai Government warned the dengue epidemic is expected 
to worsen this year, with 166,000 anticipated cases. 
Department of Disease Control urged people to ensure 
their houses are free of pools of stagnant water where 
mosquitoes can breed, he added on February 29, 2016.

1
 

 
Considered the most important mosquito-borne viral 
disease, dengue today affects at least 50 to 100 million 
people every year, with about one per cent or 500,000 of 
those affected suffering from potentially deadly 
hemorrhagic manifestations. In the AEC region, dengue is 
one of the leading causes of severe illness among children 
and one of the most serious health concerns for 
expatriates. Now, with the availability of the first vaccine 
against dengue, 2016 could be a milestone year in the fight 
against this disease.  

 
Post Emergency – Flood Preparedness Programme 
Thai Red Cross and IFRC have completed the translation of SPHERE book from English to Thai. 1000 books have been printed and 

delivered to TRC, 4000 books will be printed in March. To view or download the SPHERE Thai version, click here. 

  

 Introduction, succeeded by What is Sphere? and The Humanitarian Charter, this 
part sets out the general responsibilities of all who are involved in humanitarian 
response to help protect the affected population and ensure respect for their 
rights. 

 Protection Principles, the four principles that underpin all humanitarian action and 
encompass the basic elements of protection in humanitarian response. They are 
accompanied by guidance notes, which further elaborate the role of humanitarian 
agencies in protection. 

 Core Standards are essential process standards shared by all sectors, consisting of 
people-centered humanitarian response, coordination and collaboration, 
assessment, design and response, performance, transparency and learning, aid 
worker performance. 

 Minimum standards in water supply, sanitation and hygiene promotion 
 Minimum standards in food security and nutrition 
 Minimum standards in shelter, settlement and non-food items 
 Minimum standards in health action 
 Annexes and cover 

Laos 
Lao Red Cross Radio Training, 9-10 Feb 2016 
Lao Red Cross has run the radio programme since 2008 with financial support from ICRC, on a weekly basis, conducted live and 

broadcasted nationwide on Sunday 9-10 am. The main objective of the radio programme is for Lao RC’s visibility, making Lao RC 

and its activities better known to the public throughout the country, so as to attract people to donate blood, relief 

materials  and money to support Lao RC programs.  

The radio training aims to:  
 Increase the presence of the radio programme 

                                                 
1
 http://www.bangkokpost.com/news/general/880576/dengue-cases-double-from-2015-health-ministry  

http://www.nationmultimedia.com/search/?keyword=+AEC+
https://sites.google.com/site/drrtoolsinsoutheastasia/resources/sphere
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ya1mv5a1kgm6gox/00.%E0%B8%9A%E0%B8%97%E0%B8%99%E0%B8%B3%E0%B9%81%E0%B8%A5%E0%B8%B0%E0%B8%AA%E0%B8%B2%E0%B8%A3%E0%B8%9A%E0%B8%B1%E0%B8%8D.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ojqxyz3xak2g7or/01.%E0%B8%AA%E0%B9%80%E0%B8%9F%E0%B8%B5%E0%B8%A2%E0%B8%A3%E0%B9%8C%E0%B8%84%E0%B8%B7%E0%B8%AD%E0%B8%AD%E0%B8%B0%E0%B9%84%E0%B8%A3.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/u6cqkv74lmvl3lj/02.%E0%B8%81%E0%B8%8E%E0%B8%9A%E0%B8%B1%E0%B8%95%E0%B8%A3%E0%B8%A1%E0%B8%99%E0%B8%B8%E0%B8%A9%E0%B8%A2%E0%B8%98%E0%B8%A3%E0%B8%A3%E0%B8%A1.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/zcl60yqg84zykcc/03.%E0%B8%AB%E0%B8%A5%E0%B8%B1%E0%B8%81%E0%B8%81%E0%B8%B2%E0%B8%A3%E0%B8%84%E0%B8%B8%E0%B9%89%E0%B8%A1%E0%B8%84%E0%B8%A3%E0%B8%AD%E0%B8%87.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/45ftfbh6soewf82/04.%E0%B8%A1%E0%B8%B2%E0%B8%95%E0%B8%A3%E0%B8%90%E0%B8%B2%E0%B8%99%E0%B8%AB%E0%B8%A5%E0%B8%B1%E0%B8%81.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/yvrqq3ro5px0u2l/05.%E0%B8%A1%E0%B8%B2%E0%B8%95%E0%B8%A3%E0%B8%90%E0%B8%B2%E0%B8%99%E0%B8%82%E0%B8%B1%E0%B9%89%E0%B8%99%E0%B8%95%E0%B9%88%E0%B8%B3%E0%B9%80%E0%B8%A3%E0%B8%B7%E0%B9%88%E0%B8%AD%E0%B8%87%E0%B8%99%E0%B9%89%E0%B8%B3.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/wmfo2nkkbpsadyu/06.%E0%B8%A1%E0%B8%B2%E0%B8%95%E0%B8%A3%E0%B8%90%E0%B8%B2%E0%B8%99%E0%B8%82%E0%B8%B1%E0%B9%89%E0%B8%99%E0%B8%95%E0%B9%88%E0%B8%B3%E0%B9%80%E0%B8%A3%E0%B8%B7%E0%B9%88%E0%B8%AD%E0%B8%87%E0%B8%84%E0%B8%A7%E0%B8%B2%E0%B8%A1%E0%B8%A1%E0%B8%B1%E0%B9%88%E0%B8%99%E0%B8%84%E0%B8%87%E0%B8%97%E0%B8%B2%E0%B8%87%E0%B8%AD%E0%B8%B2%E0%B8%AB%E0%B8%B2%E0%B8%A3.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/suwu6ym6he4bz01/07.%E0%B8%A1%E0%B8%B2%E0%B8%95%E0%B8%A3%E0%B8%90%E0%B8%B2%E0%B8%99%E0%B8%82%E0%B8%B1%E0%B9%89%E0%B8%99%E0%B8%95%E0%B9%88%E0%B8%B3%E0%B9%80%E0%B8%A3%E0%B8%B7%E0%B9%88%E0%B8%AD%E0%B8%87%E0%B8%97%E0%B8%B5%E0%B9%88%E0%B8%9E%E0%B8%B1%E0%B8%81%E0%B8%9E%E0%B8%B4%E0%B8%87.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/e1npztw78i2af26/08.%E0%B8%A1%E0%B8%B2%E0%B8%95%E0%B8%A3%E0%B8%90%E0%B8%B2%E0%B8%99%E0%B8%82%E0%B8%B1%E0%B9%89%E0%B8%99%E0%B8%95%E0%B9%88%E0%B8%B3%E0%B9%80%E0%B8%A3%E0%B8%B7%E0%B9%88%E0%B8%AD%E0%B8%87%E0%B8%81%E0%B8%B2%E0%B8%A3%E0%B8%94%E0%B8%B3%E0%B9%80%E0%B8%99%E0%B8%B4%E0%B8%99%E0%B8%81%E0%B8%B2%E0%B8%A3%E0%B8%94%E0%B9%89%E0%B8%B2%E0%B8%99%E0%B8%AA%E0%B8%B8%E0%B8%82%E0%B8%A0%E0%B8%B2%E0%B8%9E.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/i8qv9h7uaizh0wx/09.%E0%B8%A0%E0%B8%B2%E0%B8%84%E0%B8%9C%E0%B8%99%E0%B8%A7%E0%B8%81.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/5acky3yye5a7l1v/%E0%B8%9B%E0%B8%81.pdf?dl=0
http://www.bangkokpost.com/news/general/880576/dengue-cases-double-from-2015-health-ministry
https://sites.google.com/site/drrtoolsinsoutheastasia/resources/sphere
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 Develop new speakers  

 Get technical support from 2 more CFD staff 

 Get technical assistance from other departments in 

editing contents 

The contents of the training include: the role of radio; 

advantages/ disadvantages compared to other media; radio 

production system; different types of radio programmes; 

sound editing techniques; practice recording and sound 

editing. 

Recommendations made on the radio program:  Keep the 
programme as lively as possible; some small concrete steps 
may help to make it more attractive: for example, conducting 
a quiz (with small gift in return), live reports on activities Lao 
RC health, DM, blood bank activities, or activities undertaken 
with the support of the PNS; do interviews/conversation with 
concerned persons (Heads of Department, leadership, PNS, 
victims, beneficiaries); use also a female speaker with nice voice. 
 
Vietnam 
Health care programme 
Dengue fever project: A case study on effectiveness of dengue fever intervention is being finalized by IFRC and VNRC. A 

monthly meeting for project supported by KOICA was held between IFRC and VNRC to discuss the review on the 2015 reports 
and plan of action for 2016. The BCC/ECV training will be conducted by 15 April as requested by VNRC, so detailed time table 
and progresses are on the discussion with VNRC. Monitoring tools are planned to be field-tested on 15-16 March. This tool test 
also includes usage of technology-based monitoring. 
 

Cold wave 
In response to the cold wave in the Northern and 
North Central provinces early 2016, VNRC HQ timely 
instructed Red Cross  provincial chapters to take 
response actions in line with the instruction by the 
department of natural disaster prevention and 
control. The VNRC Headquarters provided funding 
to three provinces including Lang Son, Lai Chau and 
Lao Cai in order to help these provinces procure 
warm cloth for poor school children. The VNRC 
Headquarters also accompanied H.E Nguyen Xuan 
Phuc, Vice Prime Minister to Lao Cai province to 
monitor the situation and provided relief items. In 
addition, the VNRC Headquarters also incorporated 
relief activity with the traditional program “Tet for 
the poor” to provide support to poor families 
affected by disaster in 2015, which amounted to 
4,400 household kits and 2,780,000,000 from its 
disaster relief fund for this activity. VNRC also 
launched a SMS program called “warm cloth for 
winter” to support cold wave affected people in the 
mountainous areas. The National Society also 
mobilized support from companies and coordinated 
resources among VNRC chapters to ensure the 
delivery to the affected people. 

 
 
 
 

H.E. Vice Prime Minister Nguyen Xuan Phuc participated in VNRC relief activity 
to assist the people affected by the cold wave in Lao Cai province. Photo taken 
by VNRC. 
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Knowledge and Information Management – Online Library 
 

 
A snapshot of Planning, Monitoring, Evaluation and Reporting resources on the IFRC South-East Asia Regional Delegation  

 
The Southeast Asia RCRC societies online library at https://sites.google.com/site/drrtoolsinsoutheastasia is being improved with 
more participatory and user-friendly features, including crowdsourcing, different levels of accessibility allowing contributors, 
mobile device compatibility, embedding disaster alert and automatic translation tool. This is done in close collaboration with 
IFRC Geneva. The new domain address will be announced at the training and launching scheduled to take place in the coming 
months.  
 
New additions in the current online library:  

 PMER guides from PMI 
 School safety Lessons Learnt Workshop organized by Lao Red Cross 17-18 Feb 2016 
 SPHERE in Thai language 
 11

th
 Annual Leadership Meeting 2014 (archive) 

 
Thank you for providing us with resources which we could share in the online library from the National Societies and other 
partners. To reach us, please contact angeline.tandiono@ifrc.org 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://sites.google.com/site/drrtoolsinsoutheastasia/countries/indonesia
https://sites.google.com/site/drrtoolsinsoutheastasia
https://sites.google.com/site/drrtoolsinsoutheastasia/resources/planning-monitoring-evaluation-reporting
https://sites.google.com/site/drrtoolsinsoutheastasia/meetings-and-workshops/2016-events/school-safety-lessons-learnt-workshop-by-lao-red-cross
https://sites.google.com/site/drrtoolsinsoutheastasia/resources/sphere
https://sites.google.com/site/drrtoolsinsoutheastasia/meetings-and-workshops/2014-events/11th-annual-southeast-asia-red-cross-red-crescent-leadership-meeting
mailto:angeline.tandiono@ifrc.org
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Weather Forecast 
 

  

 
Source: IFRC IRI’s Forecast for March to May 2016 

 
Country Weather Forecast (Dry or wet) Likelihood 

Brunei Exceptionally dry From 25 - 50 % chance 

Cambodia Exceptionally dry  From 40 to more than 50 % chance. 
Higher chance of dry weather in southern part. 

Indonesia 
 

Exceptionally dry (in some part) Depending on the areas, from 0 to 40 % chance.  
Higher chance of dry weather in northern part. 

Laos Exceptionally dry From 25 – 40 % chance (slight likelihood) 

Malaysia Exceptionally dry From 25 - 40 % chance (slight likelihood) 

Myanmar 
 

Exceptionally dry Depending on the areas, from 25 to 50 % chance. 
Higher chance of dry weather in southern part. 

Philippines Exceptionally dry More than 50% chance 

Singapore Exceptionally dry From 25 - 40 % chance (slight likelihood) 

Thailand Exceptionally dry From 25 - 40 % chance (slight likelihood) 

Timor Leste Not dry nor wet  

Vietnam Exceptionally dry From 25 - 40 % chance (slight likelihood) 

 
 
 
 

Meteorological 
agency in the 
respective South-
East Asian 
countries: 
Brunei 
Darussalam | 
Cambodia | 
Indonesia |Laos | 
Malaysia | 
Myanmar | 
Philippines | 
Singapore | 
Thailand | 
Timor-Leste| 
Vietnam 

Briefing on potential La Nina event issued by RCRC Climate Center in Feb 2015 

http://iridl.ldeo.columbia.edu/SOURCES/.IRI/.MD/.IFRC/.IRI/.Seasonal_Forecast/a:/.extreme_prcp_fcst/:a:/.forecasttime/:a/X/Y/fig-+colors+plotlabel+black+thin+countries_gaz+-fig+/L/1/plotvalue/F/last/plotvalue/X/-180/180/plotrange/Y/-66.25/76.25/plotrange+/framelabel+%28Forecast%20for%20%25=%5Bforecasttime%5D,%20Forecast%20Issued%20%25=%5BF%5D%29+psdef/antialias+true+psdef/plotaxislength+550+psdef/XOVY+null+psdef/plotbordertop/40/psdef/plotborderbottom/40/psdef/+.pdf
http://www.bruneiweather.com.bn/
http://www.bruneiweather.com.bn/
http://www.cambodiameteo.com/map?menu=3&lang=en
http://www.bmkg.go.id/BMKG_Pusat/default.bmkg
http://dmhlao.etllao.com/
http://www.met.gov.my/index.php?lang=english
http://www.dmh.gov.mm/
http://web.pagasa.dost.gov.ph/
http://www.nea.gov.sg/weather-climate/meteorological-service-singapore
http://www.tmd.go.th/en/index.php
http://www.nchmf.gov.vn/web/en-US/43/Default.aspx
https://www.dropbox.com/s/f0xcvm5fkc1u5gy/LaNi%C3%B1aBriefing_Feb2016.pdf?dl=0
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Upcoming events for March to May 2016 
March 7-11 TOT on Climate Change Myanmar 

 9-11 Strategy meeting for gender and diversity-sensitive DRR tools development 
for Laos RC 

Vientiane, Lao PDR 

10-11 Project kick-off meeting Rights for Burmese Domestic Migrant Workers Thailand 

15-16 Project kick-off meeting  Expanding Safety Networks for Migrant Domestic 
Workers 

Thailand 

17-18 Project kick-off meeting Reaching for Improved Access to Services and 
Employment Opportunities for Shan Migrant Domestic Workers in 
Northern Thailand 

Thailand 

TBC Consultative meeting with Global Alliance Against Trafficking in Women Bangkok  

14-16 AP Social Media Summit S. Korea 

14-18 Field testing of monitoring tools for HFMD and dengue fever Vietnam 

16-20 YABC PE Training Singapore 

21-25 Training of trainers on ECV Vietnam 

22-25 Training on Climate Change Cambodia 

TBC Mid-term meeting on VNRC contribution to HFA / ADDMER Work Plan as 
baseline for SFDRR 

Vietnam 

23-25 Final workshop for the development of the Laos Red Cross Strategy for the 
Advancement for Women 

Lao PDR 

TBC Climate change and DRR Training Vientiane, Lao PDR 

TBC Partners coordination meeting (UN Women IOM, ILO, RCRC) Bangkok  

TBC Refresher training on PHAST -BMC Cambodia 

TBC Water week Cambodia and Myanmar 

April 1 11th SEAYN Meeting online 

 5-8 Global gender and diversity advisors network meeting Geneva 

11-13 Asia Pacific Regional Conference on Gender and DRR Hanoi, Vietnam 

11-15 Training of trainers on ECV Vietnam 

11-16 Youth leadership training Philippines 

15 APMN online teleconference  

19-23 YABC PE training Indonesia 

28-30 Migration meeting co-organised by APMN, IFRC and ICRC Malaysia 

23-27 RCRC Induction for AHA Centre Executive Programme Indonesia 

May 2-6 Organisational self-assessment  write shop Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 

 9-13 Southeast Asia Regional Gender and Diversity Network Meeting and 
Refresher Training 

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia 

Contact list 
Sanjeev Kafley, Email: sanjeev.kafley@ifrc.org 

Hervé Gazeau, Email: herve.gazeau@ifrc.org 

Rommanee Klaeotanong, Email: rommanee.klaeotanong@ifrc.org 

Nutchapang Khowinij (Tum), Email: nutchapang.khowinij@ifrc.org 

Kate Jean Smith, Email: katejean.smith@ifrc.org 

Warongrong Tatrakom (Ying), Email: warongrong.tatrakom@ifrc.org 

Angeline Tandiono, Email: angeline.tandiono@ifrc.org 

Katherine Roux, Email: katherine.roux@ifrc.org 

Pornsak Khortwong, Email: pornsak.khortwong@ifrc.org 

Lucia Cipullo, Email: lucia.cipullo@ifrc.org  

Christina Haneef, Email: christina.haneef@ifrc.org  

Kum Ju Ho, Email: kumju.ho@ifrc.org 

Narendra Singh, Email: narendra.singh@ifrc.org 

Elena Nyanenkova, Email: elena.nyanenkova@ifrc.org 

Jae Seok Park, Email : JaeSeok.Park@ifrc.org 
Thai Anh Nguyen, Email : Thaianh.Nguyen@ifrc.org 
Van Nguyen, Email : van.nguyen@ifrc.org 
Tao Van Dang, Email : tao.vandang@ifrc.org  
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